
INTEGRATED VIRTUAL SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR 

INTELLIGENT MAINTENANCE TRACKING & ANALYSIS

ECH COMPANION
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Cross-Platform and Virtual Integration System for

PC, VR, AR, and Mobile

THE XR DASHBOARD FOR INTEGRATED TASK SUPPORT

TECH COMPANION
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The Modest3D Tech Companion is an interactive virtual support system that links tasks, training, and 
record-keeping to intelligently streamline enterprise processes. The customizable support application uses 
advanced digitalization technologies to manage resources and data within an integrated AI system, 
functional across multiple devices. 

The Tech Companion software uses live, 
data-driven systems for a more accurate and 
streamlined operation, producing time- and 
cost-savings while supporting multiplayer 
function and multi-device support in a fully 
integrated and AI-driven system.

The Modest3D Tech Companion's 
functionality  combines  hands-free virtual 
remote support capabilities with an 
advanced, integrated data management 
system, complete with Cognitive Expert's 
image markup and object tracking abilities.
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DIGITAL 
WORKCARDS

REMOTE 
SUPPORT

COGNITIVE 
EXPERT

The Tech Companion generates maintenance tasks, 
centralizes manuals and remote support, and enables 
smart form service reporting. As an integrated, intelligent 
system, it can also support live inventory tracking, part 
ordering, AI-powered condition monitoring, and data 
analytics and visualization, consolidating the maintenance 
management process into one digitalized dashboard.

Cognitive Expert
 
User Management & Tracking
 
AR, Object & Image Tracking
 
Real Image Markup
 
Live Data Management
 
Multi-Device Support
 
Multiplayer
 
SAP Integration
 
VoIP & Chat Matrix
 
Offline Functionality
 
Text to Speech

Tech Companion is an  interactive virtual support system for maintenance, training, record keeping, inventory 
management, and more. The proprietary platform centralizes manuals, maintenance, and ongoing training while 
also supporting intelligent data management and analysis by leveraging  advanced digitalization technologies 
into one comprehensive system, operational on multiple devices.

LIVE-DATA MANAGEMENT FOR MAINTENANCE TASKS

KEY FEATURES
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CORE INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE TECH COMPANION

COMPONENTS

DATA INPUT
SAP, Siemens 
(ERP)
Live Data
Models
Images
PDFs
Other Assets

AI PROCESSING

 

AR Categorization 
Image recognition
Object recognition
Image Markup AI, 
Annotation & 
Categorization 

USER CONFIGURATIONS
User Log-In Management
User Tracking
User Permissions & Role 
Management

SECURITY
Encrypted 
Communications

INTEGRATED SYSTEM
Offline Sync
Inventory Prediction & 
Delay Prevention
Parts Availability & 
Ordering

MULTI-DEVICE SUPPORT
Multiplayer
Single UI for Shared 
Devices

DATA ANNOTATION
Data Input & Overlay
3D/2D Annotation
Point Cloud 3D Meshes
3D/2D Data Display

OTHER
Embedded Xplorer & 
Editor Training
Teak Execution (Smart 
Form Generation)
LRS
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INDUSTRY IMPACT & KEY FEATURES
USE CASES

REMOTE SUPPORT
End-to-end encrypted chat, VoIP, and video functionality allow remote support between technicians across 

different device platforms.

Remote annotation supports advanced service reporting.

DIGITAL WORK CARDS
Live manuals provide technicians with streamlined access to work orders, maintenance manuals, and other 

support documentation from the most convenient platform (AR, mobile, etc.).

Smart form documentation enables accurate and detailed service reporting that gets stored in an integrated 

reporting system where it can enhance experience sharing and contribute to AI data categorization.

Service notes written by experienced technicians enhance knowledge transfer between technicians.

SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE
Technicians can remotely check stock, order parts, and receive availability notifications during a maintenance 

procedure. 

AI integration allows predictive analysis to be applied to service patterns, powering inventory prediction and 

preventing delays caused by part inavailability. 
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REPORTING
Immersive Modest3D training lessons can be accessed on demand during maintenance procedures using 

Tech Companion's object recognition ability to identify the equipment being serviced.

 Automatic translation (DeepL) makes manuals and other support documentation accessible across 

languages.

Live service reporting enables client services summaries to contribute to intelligent billing and automated 

scheduling. 

COGNITIVE EXPERT
Live data to machine reporting enables live condition monitoring, as well as data analytics and visualization.

 Image markup capabilities and data processing support the development of AR object categorization, AR 

object recognition, and predictive AI, building towards a future of automated AI support and troubleshooting. 
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